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WELCOME
The Montpellier award-winning collection of

Our endeavours to achieve a high standard in

exciting new additions.

recognised and endorsed by several Hearth and Home

fireplaces is presented here along with several

product design, material, quality and finish have been

Many of the pieces shown are embodiments of the

awards received in recent years. All the marble and

which is renowned in the fireplace industry. Our

exclusive to Montpellier, in particular our signature

and many of the models featured are now modern

Our matching accessories, which are intended to

our classic designs which are available to order and

Montpellier brand fireplaces are available from

company’s signature style and inimitable quality

limestone used in the production of our fireplaces are

collection is constantly evolving and developing

material Bianco Persiano.

classics. We now have a Limited Edition section of

coordinate with the fireplaces are also featured.

can be customised to suit your requirements.

authorised quality stockists in the UK and Ireland. Please

Each fire surround in Montpellier’s distinctive

contact us for details of your nearest stockist or log onto

marble or premium limestone and is offered

On the following pages, we invite you to draw inspiration

a harmonious whole. Our designs are infinitely

or contemporary, to suit your home and your mood. We

collection is individually hand-carved in pure

our website at www.montpellier.co.uk.

with a matching hearth and back panel to create

from some unique and innovative pieces, whether classic

versatile, allowing them to be used with different

size inset gas fires, baskets, cast iron inserts and if
appropriately adapted, for solid fuel applications,
especially stoves.

have also taken the opportunity to show you some of
the other projects we do at Montpellier through our

stone flooring, bespoke bathroom and worktop division
in Gloucestershire and surrounding counties.

Eve Iravani

Creative Director
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THE ROMAN COLLECTION

The San Pietro, left, features individual precision
cut and polished sections of marble painstakingly
arranged across the facia and vertically through each
leg of the fireplace. It is featured here with a Barbas
Vento 65 high efficiency gas fire. Available in 54” size.
54”

Overall height

Overall width
Shelf length		

Shelf depth		

Hearth length

mm		 in

		

mm		 in

1270		 50

Hearth type		

boxed & lipped

230		 9

Opening width

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

THE ROMAN COLLECTION

san PIETRO

460		 18
820		 321⁄4

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

SAN ROCCO
The San Rocco, featured here in Bianco Persiano
marble, is another breakthrough design from
Montpellier, and was a finalist in the 2008 Hearth
and Home awards. It is distinguished by splitface marble panels embedded in the legs and
fascia to add a rustic twist to its otherwise clean,
contemporary lines. Shown with Barbas Vento 65
gas fire. Available in 54” size.
54”

Overall height

mm

1120

in

44

Hearth depth

54

Opening height

Overall width

1270

50

Shelf depth

230

9

Shelf length

Hearth length

1370

1370

54

mm

in

460

18

820

321⁄4

Hearth type            boxed & lipped
Opening width

Back panel/slips

890

yes
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THE RIVIERA COLLECTION

monte carlo
The Monte Carlo won the prestigious Fireplace
of the Year award at the Hearth and Home 2007
show, with an unprecedented 100% score awarded
by the judging panel – an amazing achievement
for a design brought to life by the human hand
using a natural material. Available with either slips
or a back panel. Shown with Faber Spectra Front
Gas Fire, left, and Chesney’s Universal Basket and
Spherical Dogs, right. Available in 54” size.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type			floating

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Opening width

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

6

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth

Opening height

mm		 in

460		 18

825		 321⁄2

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE RIVIERA COLLECTION

THE RIVIERA COLLECTION

san marino
This fire surround features slim round columns
embedded into the legs and fascia of the fire
surround – another innovative hand-carving technique
developed by Montpellier. The floating hearth is
replicated in the shelf detail. Available in 54” size.
54”

Overall height

mm

in

1120		 44

		

Hearth depth

mm

in

460		 18

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type			floating

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Opening width

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1370		 54
1370		 54

Opening height

840		 33

910		 36

Back panel/slips 		 yes

san francisco
This simple, restrained design with undulating
lines in the legs and fascia, is a tribute to supreme
craftsmanship. In simpler designs such as this, accuracy
of hand-carving takes on a greater importance as
there is no embellishment to offer any distraction.
Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
48” 		

		

1140		 45

Hearth type			waterfall

1020		 40

Shelf length		

1140		 45

Overall width
Shelf depth		

140		 51⁄2

Hearth depth

Opening height

mm		 in
380		 15

790		 31

1220		 48

Opening width

800		 311⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes

mm		 in

		

mm		 in

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type			waterfall

Shelf depth		

140		 51⁄2

Hearth length
54” 		

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

8

mm		 in

Overall height

1120		 44

1270		 54

1370		 54

Hearth depth

Opening height
Opening width

460		 18

870		 341⁄4

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE Contemporary COLLECTION

THE Contemporary COLLECTION

ARIZONA
The sleek and elegant Arizona, shown in Creme
Classico, left and near right, and Limestone Persiano,
far right, was awarded first prize at the 2002 Hearth
and Home show for Best Fireplace Mantel. The shelf
of the Arizona is reversible. Shown with Faber Spectra
Front Gas Fire, left. Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
48” 		

		

1140		 45

Hearth type			floating

1050		 42

Shelf length		

1220		 48

Hearth length

1220		 48

Overall width
Shelf depth		

Hearth depth

Opening height

mm		 in
380		 15

775		 301⁄2

225		 9

Opening width

795		 311⁄2

mm		 in

		

mm		 in

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type			floating

Shelf depth		

230		 9

54” 		

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

10

mm		 in

Overall height

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Back panel/slips 		 yes
Hearth depth

Opening height
Opening width

460		 18

830		 321⁄2

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE Contemporary COLLECTION
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THE Contemporary COLLECTION

THE Contemporary COLLECTION
California
As the name suggests, the perfectly austere
California is based on the open-plan themes of
American West Coast design, and appeals to those
looking for a more modern feel to casual living.
Shown with Faber Spectra Front Gas Fire, left.
Available in 48” and 54” sizes
48” 		

Overall height

Overall width

mm		 in

1040		 41

1140		 45

		

mm		 in

Hearth type		

boxed & lipped

Hearth depth

380		 15

Shelf length		

1220		 48

Opening height

Hearth length

1220		 48

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Shelf depth		

54” 		

Overall height

Overall width
Shelf length		

Shelf depth		

Hearth length

225		 9

mm		 in

Opening width

770		 301⁄4
795		 311⁄2

		

mm		 in

1270		 50

Hearth type		

boxed & lipped

225		 9

Opening width

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

460		 18
830		 321⁄2

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE Contemporary COLLECTION

VERMONT
Symmetry and balance are at the heart of the
strikingly austere Vermont, shown here with shelf,
provided for optional use. Available in 42” size.
42” 		

Overall height
Overall width

mm		 in

		

1020		 40

Hearth type

1055		 411⁄4

Hearth depth

mm		 in
380		 15

boxed & lipped

Shelf length		

1080		 421⁄4

Opening height

Hearth length

1080		 421⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Shelf depth		

203		 8

Opening width

780		 301⁄4

660		 26

deNVER
The stark simplicity of the Denver fire surround brings
out the full beauty of our honed Persiano Limestone.
It is a straightforward construction, is competitively
priced and will harmonize beautifully with most
interior schemes. It is shown here with a Chesney’s
Petworth multi-fuel stove with a specially adapted
hearth for solid fuel. Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
48” 		

Overall height
Overall width

		

1130		 441⁄2

Hearth type

Hearth depth

mm		 in
380		 15

boxed & lipped

Shelf length		

1220		 48

Opening height

Hearth length

1220		 48

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Shelf depth		

54” 		

225		 81⁄4

Opening width

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

14

mm		 in

1050		 411⁄4

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height
Opening width

800		 311⁄2
790		 31

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

820		 321⁄4

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE Contemporary COLLECTION
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THE TARTAN COLLECTION

The linear perfection and innate elegance of
tartans are effectively translated into marble as
seen here in the Maclaren. Shown here in Bianco
Persiano marble. Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
54” 		

Overall height

Overall width
Shelf length		

Shelf depth		

Hearth length

mm		 in

		

1270		 50

Hearth type

230		 9

Opening width

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth

mm		 in

THE TARTAN COLLECTION

maclaren

460		 18

boxed & lipped

Opening height

820		 321⁄4
870		 34

Back panel/slips 		 yes

For 48” dimensions please see the Cameron surround below

cameron
Drawing from the rich history of the Scottish
highland clans, the Cameron is part of Montpellier’s
Tartan collection. Shown here in Honed Persiano
Limestone. Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
48” 		

Overall height
Overall width
Shelf length		
Shelf depth		

Hearth length

mm		 in

		

1130		 441⁄2

Hearth type

1050		 411⁄4
1220		 48

225		 8 ⁄4
3

1220		 48

Hearth depth

mm		 in
380		 15

boxed & lipped

Opening height
Opening width

770		 301⁄2

770		 301⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes

For 54” dimensions please see the Maclaren surround above
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THE COLUMN COLLECTION

THE COLUMN COLLECTION
tamara
The beautifully-proportioned Tamara fire surround
with individually hand carved columns and waterfall
hearth is featured left in Bianco Persiano marble
and on the right in Creme Classico marble. The
Tamara 60” is also ideally suited for cast iron inserts
which further enhance its majestic appearance.
Shown here with Faber Clear high efficiency gas fire.
Available in 54” and 60” sizes.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1300		 51

Hearth type			waterfall

Shelf depth		

340		 13 ⁄2

Overall height

Shelf length		

1120		 44

1370		 54

Hearth depth

Opening height

mm		 in

460		 18

830		 321⁄2

Opening width

880		 341⁄2

mm		 in

		

mm		 in

Overall width

1380		 541⁄2

Hearth type			waterfall

Shelf depth		

380		 15

Opening width

Hearth length
60” 		

Overall height
Shelf length		

Hearth length

1

1370		 54

1180		 461⁄2

1520		 60

1520		 60

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Hearth depth

Opening height

460		 18

880		 341⁄4

920		 361⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE COLUMN COLLECTION

The easy charm of the Giovanna belies its complex
interior construction: integral full columns seamlessly
united with the fascia. The mantel shelf repeats the
design of the waterfall hearth in reverse. This fire
surround is ideal for use with a modern cast iron
insert and basket, but works equally well with a back
panel and inset fire. Available in 54” size.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1190		 461⁄4

Hearth type			waterfall

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Overall height
Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth

Opening height
Opening width

THE COLUMN COLLECTION

giovanna

mm		 in

460		 18

830		 323⁄4
870		 341⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes

louisiana
Evoking images of sprawling plantations and sunkissed verandas, the Louisiana with its colonial style
twin columns is the largest chimney piece in the
Montpellier collection of fireplaces. Shown with
Chesney’s Universal Basket and Steel Spherical Dogs.
Available in 54” and 62” sizes.
54” 		

Overall height

Overall width
Shelf length		

Shelf depth		

mm		 in

		

1310		 511⁄2

Hearth type

240		 9 ⁄2

Opening width

750		 291⁄2

mm		 in

1120		 44
1370		 54
1

Hearth depth
Opening height

Hearth length

1370		 54

62” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1500		 59

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

270		 101⁄2

Overall height
Shelf length		

Hearth length

1315		 52

1570		 62
1570		 62

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

770		 301⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes
Hearth depth
Opening height

Opening width

480		 19

boxed & lipped

810		 32

790		 31

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE CLASSIC COLLECTION

casSino
Montpellier’s Cassino, incorporating the classic
bulls-eye theme, is suitable for both cast iron
inserts and a back panel with inset fire. It is
featured left in Travertine. Available in 54” size.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

1295		 50

Hearth type			waterfall

Overall height

1190		 47

Shelf length		

1370		 54

Hearth length

1370		 54

Overall width
Shelf depth		

225		 81⁄2

Hearth depth

Opening height

Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

915		 36
915		 36

Back panel/slips 		 yes

verona
The delicately-proportioned Verona with intricate
hand-carved corbels can be dressed up or down
to suit its surroundings. An elegant focal point in
even the smallest space, it is featured here in Bianco
Persiano marble. Available in 54” size
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

240		 9 ⁄2

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

22

1120		 44

1370		 54
1

1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height
Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

850		 331⁄2

910		 353⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE CLASSIC COLLECTION
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THE CLASSIC COLLECTION

The supremely elegant Milano fire surround,
shown here in beige Travertine, left, follows
classical lines with a touch of embellishment in the
form of the corbel and leaf motif. Available in 54”
and 57” sizes.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1250		 49

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

240		 9 ⁄2

Opening width

890		 35

mm		 in

		

mm		 in

1310		 511⁄2

Hearth type

240		 91⁄2

Opening width

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length
57” 		

Overall height
Overall width

1120		 44

1370		 54
1

1370		 54

1190		 463⁄4

Shelf length		

1450		 57

Hearth length

1450		 57

Shelf depth		

Hearth depth
Opening height

THE CLASSIC COLLECTION

milano

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

850		 331⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Hearth depth
Opening height

460		 18

boxed & lipped

900		 351⁄2

910		 353⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes

evita
The clean lines of the Evita fire surround lend it an
air of quiet serenity and a thoroughly modern feel.
Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

225		 83⁄4

Opening width

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54

1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

820		 32

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Dimensions for the 48” version are similar to the Venezia model
shown on page 29.
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THE CLASSIC COLLECTION

cambridge
Created in response to repeated demands from our
retailers, this simple arch design takes inspiration from
classic limestone arch models, but with Montpellier’s
signature touch and shown here in the exclusive
Bianco Persiano marble. This surround is also available
in Creme Classico marble and Persiano Limestone.
Available in 54” size.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height
Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

830		 321⁄2

880		 341⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes

windsor
Another much-requested Gothic Arch design, with a
contemporary twist, handcrafted from the perennially
popular Bianco Persiano marble exclusive to
Montpellier. Available in 54” size.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

26

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

810		 32

880		 341⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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THE CLASSIC COLLECTION
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THE CLASSIC COLLECTION

The best-selling Venezia fireplace is featured on the
far left in honed Persiano Limestone and detail in
Creme Classico marble. Compact and versatile, it
is at home in both contemporary and traditional
interior schemes. Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Opening width

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

THE CLASSIC COLLECTION

venezia

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

850		 331⁄2

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Dimensions for Venezia 48” are the same as the Valentino below.
For 54” dimensions see the Valentino below

valentino
The Hearth and Home award-winning Valentino,
featured in Crème Classico marble, is coveted for
its versitility in both traditional and contemporary
settings. Available in 48” and 54” sizes.
48” 		

Overall height
Overall width

mm		 in

		

1130		 441⁄2

Hearth type

1050		 411⁄4

Hearth depth

mm		 in
380		 15

boxed & lipped

Shelf length		

1220		 48

Opening height

Hearth length

1220		 48

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Shelf depth		

225		 83⁄4

Opening width

800		 311⁄2
790		 31

Dimensions
for Valentino
are theabove
same as the Venezia above.
For 48” dimensions
see the54”
Venezia
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LIMITED EDITION
paris
Infused with Parisian glamour and romance, this ultra
chic fireplace is destined for a smart pied á terre or
modern townhouse. Individual layers of marble are
cleverly overlapped to create a novel and interesting
‘shutter’ effect. The Paris can also be used with
contemporary cast iron inserts. Available in 54” size.
54” 		

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Opening width

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

815		 32

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Limited Edition designs are available to order in Bianco Persiano, Creme Classico or Persiano Limestone
30

LIMITED EDITION
harvard
If your idea of a perfect winter evening is a good book
by the fire, then the Harvard is for you. Display your
favourite novels and treasured ornaments in one
place to cherish and enjoy. This fireplace is comprised
of pieces of marble arranged into interlocking shelves
and a slip detail which frames the back panel.
Available in 54” size.
54” 		

Overall height
Overall width
Shelf length		
Shelf depth		

Hearth length

mm		 in

		

1270		 50

Hearth type

1200		 471⁄4
1370		 54

240		 91⁄2

1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

815		 32

770		 301⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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LIMITED EDITION

New York

chicago

A tribute to the City That Never Sleeps, the New York
is an innovation in modern fireplace design. Featuring
triangular legs and shaped mantel, it is twinned here
with Chesney’s Obelisk Dogs and Modern Steel Slips
for a slick and urban feel. A back panel is included as a
further option. Available in 54” size.

As with most simple, clean-cut designs, the beauty
of the Chicago lies in the fine detail. Notice the wide
arris on the side of each leg – a veritable challenge to
achieve by handcarving – which give this surround a
sharp, contemporary look. Available in 54” and 48” sizes.

54” 		

mm		 in

54” 		

boxed & lipped

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1200		 471⁄4

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Opening width

Overall height
Shelf length		

Hearth length

32

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

460		 18
830		 321⁄4

800		 311⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

230		 9

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height
Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

810		 321⁄4

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

For 48” dimensions please refer to Denver on page 15.

LIMITED EDITION
florida
Artful styling, clever detail and perfect balance – the
hallmarks of a modern classic design. The Florida
combines these elements, making it the perfect
choice for a contemporary space. The ‘grooved’ hearth,
another first from Montpellier, echoes in reverse the
raised ‘stripe’ framing the surround. The Florida is also
available with a mantel shelf. Available in 48” size.
48” 		

mm		 in

		

1150		 451⁄4

Hearth type			grooved

Overall height

1030		 401⁄2

Shelf length		

1190		 463⁄4

Hearth length

1220		 48

Overall width
Shelf depth		

155		 6

Hearth depth

Opening height

Opening width

mm		 in
380		 15

770		 301⁄4

790		 31

Back panel/slips 		 yes

33

LIMITED EDITION

Virginia

oxford

Introduced as part of Montpellier’s collection for
smaller spaces, the Virginia is smart and sassy, with an
extra-wide fascia giving the illusion of height. It can
be used with or without a shelf which is provided as
optional for use and is featured here in Bianco Persiano
marble. Available in 42” size.

Infinitely adaptable, the Oxford began as an idea for
a stand-alone hearth and back panel: an economical
way to introduce marble into a room scheme without
committing to a full fireplace. It can be used to
showcase contemporary gas, electric and gel fires
or, without the cut-out, as a backdrop for a vase of
flowers or decorative object. Available in 40” size.

42” 		

mm		 in

40” 		

mm		 in

		

boxed & lipped

Overall width

825		 321⁄2

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

90		 31⁄2

Overall height
Overall width

		

1020		 40

Hearth type

Hearth depth

380		 15

Shelf length		

1080		 421⁄2

Opening height

Hearth length

1080		 421⁄2

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Shelf depth		

34

mm		 in

1060		 411⁄2

200		 8

Opening width

690		 27

660		 26

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

875		 341⁄2

Hearth depth

mm		 in
380		 15

boxed & lipped

825		 321⁄2

Opening height

1020		 40

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Opening width

855		 331⁄2

805		 313⁄4

LIMITED EDITION

Atlanta
The ‘step’ design has entered the iconography of
fireplace styles and the Atlanta develops the theme
with a new twist: a matching three-step hearth. This
striking yet compact fire surround is guaranteed to
bring any small room to life. Available in 42” size.

42” 		

Overall height
Overall width
Shelf length		
Shelf depth		

Hearth length

mm		 in

		

900		 35 ⁄2

Hearth type			stepped

1000		 391⁄4
1

900		 351⁄2
200		 8

1070		 42

Hearth depth

Opening height
Opening width

mm		 in

445		 171⁄2

790		 31

600		 233⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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LIMITED EDITION

Florentina

Leonardo

The spectacular Florentina features exquisitely hand carved corbels
with appliquéd floral motif. Shown here in the delicate Bianco
Persiano marble, it promises to be the perfect centrepiece for any
lavishly appointed room. Available in 60” size.

The Leonardo, with beautifully hand carved details, is featured in
the luxurious Bianco Persiano marble and simultaneously conveys
elegance and opulence. Winner of the Hearth and Home 2000
award for best Fireplace Mantel. Available in 54” and 60" sizes.

60” 		

mm		 in

60” 		

boxed & lipped

Overall width

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1290		 503⁄4

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

280		 11

Opening width

Overall height
Shelf length		

Hearth length

1190		 463⁄4

1520		 60
1520		 60

Hearth depth
Opening height

460		 18
920		 361⁄4

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

Overall height

mm		 in

		

1310		 511⁄2

Hearth type

1190		 463⁄4

Shelf length		

1520		 60

Hearth length

1520		 60

Shelf depth		

270		 101⁄2

mm		 in

Hearth depth

460		 18

boxed & lipped

Opening height
Opening width

910		 353⁄4

Back panel/slips 		 yes

For 54” dimensions see the Milano fire surround on page 24
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890		 35

LIMITED EDITION
TIVOLI

Canova

Our Tivoli model shown in Crème Classico marble brings together
the most popular elements of the range: carved corbels, floral
motif and groove detail on the legs. A touch of luxury in a compact
size suitable for standard chimney breasts. Available in 54” size.

The Canova fire surround shown in Bianco Persiano marble
effectively juxtaposes crisp modernism with traditional
elegance in a sleek design. Available in 54” size.

54” 		

mm		 in

54” 		

boxed & lipped

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

280		 11

Opening width

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54
1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height

460		 18
820		 321⁄4

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes

mm		 in

		

Overall width

1270		 50

Hearth type

Shelf depth		

225		 83⁄4

Overall height

Shelf length		

Hearth length

1120		 44

1370		 54

1370		 54

Hearth depth
Opening height
Opening width

mm		 in

460		 18

boxed & lipped

820		 321⁄2

890		 35

Back panel/slips 		 yes
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WINDSOR 54

VIRGINIA 42

VERONA 54

VERMONT 42

VENEZIA 54

VENEZIA 48

VALENTINO 54

VALENTINO 48

TIVOLI 54

TAMARA 60

TAMARA 54

SAN ROCCO 54

SAN PIETRO 54

SAN MARINO 54

SAN FRANCISCO 54

SAN FRANCISCO 48

PARIS 54

OXFORD 40

NEW YORK 54

MONTE CARLO 54

MILANO 57

MILANO 54

MACLAREN 54

MACLAREN 48

LOUISIANA 62

LOUISIANA 54

LEONARDO 60

LEONARDO 54

HARVARD 54

GIOVANNA 54

FLORIDA 48

FLORENTINA 60

EVITA 54

EVITA 48

DENVER 54

DENVER 48

CHICAGO 54

CHICAGO 48

CASSINO 54

CANOVA 54

CAMERON 54

CAMERON 48

CAMBRIDGE 54

CALIFORNIA 54

CALIFORNIA 48

ATLANTA 48

ARIZONA 54

ARIZONA 48

bianco
persiano

creme
classico

persiano
limestone

beige
travertine

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

hearth & back
panel included

Availability chart

call for information

not available

8 to 12 weeks

normally in stock

Please note that due to the ever-changing situation at marble quarries, the availability of certain
materials is subject to change. We have therefore introduced the table here to assist you with your
colour selection. It is always advisable to ring us for any item which is not listed as “Normally in Stock” to
check availability before an order is confirmed or installation date finalized. All special order surrounds
or those requiring bespoke sizes carry a lead time of 12-14 weeks and may be subject to extra charges

Crème Classico

Persiano Limestone

Bianco Persiano, a white marble with grey
veining has been Montpellier’s signature
marble now for many years. With its
supply now severely restricted, it is rare and
costly and any fireplace made from this
material is the ultimate luxury.

Creme Classico marble features warm
honey and caramel tones, rich veining
and touches of onyx. A more exciting
alternative to the ubiquitous Crema Marfil,
it is polished entirely by hand in order
to achieve the unique finish for which
Monpellier is renowned.

Persiano Limestone is a robust creamy
white material which is more a dolomite
than a limestone. It is characterised by a
soft grey bloom and occasional speckles,
and does vary from one batch to another
so you are advised to request a current
sample.

All the materials used in the production of our fireplaces are
exclusive to Montpellier, which makes your fireplace even more
unique and special. Please refer to our availability chart on the
facing page. Samples of the different marble colours can be
viewed at your local Montpellier stockist.
Marble is a natural material and variations in colour, veining
and texture must be expected. These features are natural
characteristics and must not be considered defects. Stops and
fills are a normal part of the production process and where

FIREPLACE Colours

Bianco Persiano

necessary are carried out by expert stonemasons, so they should
not be perceived as faults.
In the interest of continuing product development, we reserve
the right to make changes at any time, without notice, to prices,
colours, material, specification and to discontinue models.
Colour and shade reproduction in this brochure are as accurate
as printing processes will allow and are intended as a guide only.
All sizes are approximate. E&OE.
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General information

Stockists

Care and maintenance of your Montpellier surround

Montpellier has a nationwide network of stockists; each carefully
chosen on the basis of strict criteria and a potential to provide a
quality product and service to clients. Your local stockist will be able to
assist you with all your requirements from initial surveys through to
product selection and final installation.

The care and maintenance of your surround is a simple process
providing you take care with substances such as tea, coffee and red
wine which are likely to stain or corrode the surface of the stone. Log
onto www.montpellier.co.uk for further information.

You may contact them for advice on related products such as gas
or electric fires, open fires, stoves and accessories as well as full
information on the Montpellier collection. For information on your
nearest stockist, please call us on telephone 01452 714 800 or log onto
our website at www.montpellier.co.uk.
Please be advised that Montpellier Marble fireplaces are only available
from authorized stockists with showrooms. We do not sanction the
sale of our fireplaces through internet selling sites.
BESPOKE SERVICE
Any of our Montpellier designs shown in this brochure can be
customised to suit your individual requirements, for example, a change
in hearth size to suit a carpet cut out. Special orders normally take
12-14 weeks and might be subject to additional charges.
Montpellier fireplaces can be used with open fires and wood burning
stoves provided the hearth and back panels are properly adapted
to withstand the high heat output of such installations. We offer a
slabbing service at an additional cost. Please check with your stockist
for more details.
Award winning fireplaces
Our endeavours at Montpellier to achieve a high standard in product
design, material and quality have been recognised and rewarded by
the industry. We take pride in the Hearth & Home Exhibition Awards
we have received in recent years. This valuable endorsement has
inspired us to continue our quest to create timeless classics which will
grace homes worldwide for years to come.
Winner of the Hearth & Home Exhibition “Best Mantel” award 1999,
2000, 2002, 2005 and 2007. Fireplace of the Year Award 2007.

For cleaning and protecting your fireplace we recommend the Fila™
range of products available from Montpellier. This range of products
has been especially developed for marble, limestone, travertine and
granite with the result that all the items in the range complement one
another.
Acknowledgements
Upstairs Downstairs, Cheltenham (furnishings and accessories) –
telephone 01242 514 023
Lorenzo Bianco at The Triton Gallery, Cheltenham (furnishings and
accessories) – telephone 01242 510 477
Sia (UK) Ltd, Swindon (accessories) – telephone 01793 439 417
Harrison and Gil/Christopher Guy, Dorset (mirrors) –
telephone 01202 717 017
Beltaine Designs, Cheltenham (furnishings and accessories) –
telephone 01242 210 099
Chesneys, London (firebaskets and dogs) – telephone 0207 627 1410
Faber UK, Southampton (gas fires and stoves) –
telephone 0845 600 5111
Barbas, Shropshire (gas and wood fires and stoves) – telephone
01694 724 199
Verine, BFM Europe (gas fires) – telephone 01782 339 000
Legend Fires (gas and electric fires) – telephone 01254 695 244
We can supply selected Barbas and Faber fires as well as Chesney’s
firebaskets and dogs provided these are purchased as part of a
Montpellier fireplace

Brochure design by Tom Davis Design
telephone 020 3095 9000 or visit www.tomdavis.co.uk
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Did you know that…
As well as an award-winning range
of fireplaces, Montpellier also has a
projects division supplying natural
stone flooring, bespoke bathrooms
and kitchen worktops in granite,
marble and quartz.
We are approved stockists of
Silestone and Caesarstone quartz in
the Gloucestershire area.

On the following pages you will see
selected images showing examples
of our work and materials used in
some of our projects. You will also
notice that we have a range of
accessories such as lamps, columns
and tables in our signature materials
designed to complement your
Montpellier fireplace. For further
information please log onto
www.montpellier.co.uk or ring us on
01452 714 800.

top left Worktop in Silestone Zeus White | bottom left Worktop featured in Azul Valverde Limestone
bottom right Worktop in Ivory White Granite
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top left Island unit in Silestone Beige | bottom left Island unit in Kashmere White granite
right Worktop in Ivory White granite
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left Flooring in one of our neutral limestones | above right Cream limestone floor | below left Vanity top in
limestone | below right Cloakroom in classic travertine with border
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above left Flooring in Branco de Mos Limestone | above right Bathroom in Botticino Fiorito Marble
below Bespoke, Vein-matched Breccia Paradiso marble with coordinating shower tray and basin in Granada
Beige limestone | right Bathroom in Bianco Venezia marble with Nero Lakis accents
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above Vein matched Breccia Paradiso marble wall slabs | right Bathroom in Botticino Classico marble with Verde
Imperiale accents | below left Detail of shower control in wetroom | below right Bathroom in Egyptian limestone
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LAMPS, TableS and columnS

Montpellier presents here a selection of accessories designed to complement or match your
chosen fireplace. All our lamps, tables, columns and table bases are individually hand-carved
and are available to order in our signature colours featured on the colour chart on page 39

Florence Urn (height 73cm, width 47cm)

Sardinia wrought iron table base

Rialto Column
(height 74cm)
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Marquesa Column

(height 73cm)

Alessandria Column

(height 100cm)

Marble tops available in a colour of your choice
(height 64cm, diameter 60cm)

consul bases

(height 74cm)

Imperia base
(height 74cm)

Each of our finely carved lamp bases is a work of art, created from a solid block of pure marble.
The lamp bases shown here are available to order in the colours featured on the colour chart on
page 39. Some of the non-stock colours featured on these pages may have been discontinued
due to the ever-changing situation at quarries. Please ring us for confirmation.

Castellana

(height 50cm, width 100cm, depth 60cm)

Caprino

(height 50cm, width 70cm, depth 70cm)

Portofino

	Garda

	Talia

	Belvedere

Chiari

	Talia

Chiari
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www.montpellier.co.uk
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Your local stockist

Natural Stone for Every Home
800 Ashville Business ParkCommerce Road, Cheltenham, GL2 9QJ
telephone 01452 714800 fax 01452 554452
email info@montpellier.co.uk www.montpellier.co.uk

